Morphological and electrophysiological characteristics of somatosensory thalamocortical axons studied with intra-axonal staining and recording in the cat.
The intracortical arborizations of thalamocortical fibers arising from the ventroposterolateral (VPL) nucleus in the cat were studied following intra-axonal injections of horseradish peroxidase (HRP). The axons were impaled 1.5 to 3 mm below the surface of the cortex, identified electrophysiologically by stimulating the VPL nucleus and functionally by stimulating the somatic receptive field with natural stimuli. Many of the results obtained in a previous study using similar techniques (Landry and Deschênes 1981) were confirmed by the present experiments. Fibers activated by cutaneous stimulation arborized either in area 3b or 1 but some did send branches to both areas. Also, the intracortical arborization of a rapidly adapting cutaneous afferent fiber in area 2 is described. The size and tangential extent of the fiber in area 2 are similar to those arborizing in other areas of the primary somatosensory cortex and consist of multiple patches separated by uninvaded gaps. One fiber activated by stimulation of deep tissue receptors gave rise to two bushes that arborized along a rostrocaudal axis exclusively in area 3b. Terminal boutons and varicosities were found mostly in layers VI, IV, the bottom third of III and the upper portion of V, but some fibers did send a few collateral branches to layer II and the bottom part of layer I. The results suggest that in the forebrain representation, the same modality and submodality can be recorded in more that one cytoarchitectonic area but that areas 3b, 1 and 2 should not be considered as a single functionally homogeneous area. Counts of terminals suggest that a single fiber arborizing in area 1 makes as many as 3 times the number of synapses made in area 2 or 3b. Since fibers appear to be modality and submodality specific, if convergence of modality, submodality and/or body areas occur in the cortex, then this must be preferentially, but not exclusively, done by thalamic fibers of different functions which arborize in the same cytoarchitectonic area and synapse upon a shared postsynaptic target. In the same experiments intra-axonal recordings revealed the presence of two hyperpolarizing after potentials elicited by a preceding action potential. The first after potential was associated with a decrease in excitability of the fiber and an increase in membrane resistance.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)